Safe & Liberating Spaces for Everyone!
Let's Unite & Stop Street Harassment

Have you ever seen the following happen but didn't know what to do:
1. A man whistling at a woman walking on the street
2. A man making remarks about a woman's physical appearance
3. A man staring at a woman while they walked past
4. A man calling after or following a woman

These are examples of street harassment and what make women feel unsafe in public spaces.

What Can You Do in The Moment?
1. Assess the risk and challenge the harasser's behavior in a way to stop the harassment.
2. Check in with the person who was street harassed (But leave them alone if they don’t want to be bothered).
3. Distract their attention by saying “Good Morning!” or “What do you think of the weather today?” to get their attention away from the person.

Additional Steps:
1. Question your own language and behavior and how it may disrespect women. Street harassment is not a compliment and is not the harassed person’s fault.
2. Challenge offensive jokes & comments. Do not join in.
3. Talk to your male family and friends about the issue.
4. Talk to your female friends about the types of support they would like in those situations.

Are you a man who wants to make public spaces safer & empowering for women?

These are examples of street harassment and what make women feel unsafe in public spaces.
**WHAT IS STREET HARASSMENT?**

Any unwanted behavior in a public space that controls your movement or makes you change your behavior in an attempt to avoid the possibility of being verbally and physically harassed. For example interactions that can make you feel sexualized, intimidated, embarrassed, objectified, violated, attacked, or unsafe. Street harassment is violence against women and LGBTQ folk.

**WHY SHOULD WE STOP STREET HARASSMENT?**

Harassment happens while we are walking down the street, riding our bikes, or on public transportation. It often escalates to derogatory name-calling and even violence. Street harassment is not a normal interaction between men and women; it is sexism, where men show dominance to control women. It is about power and control; not about what you are wearing. All it takes is for women to be in public to be harassed.

**HARASSING WOMEN DOES NOT PROVE YOUR MASCULINITY!**
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